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Interim Polling District Review 

 

 
Introduction 

 
1. Following the Local Government Boundary Commission for England’s (LGBCE) 

Electoral Review of Rochdale, the Rochdale (Electoral Changes) Order 2021 has now 
been enacted making provision for 20 new ward boundaries to come into effect at 
the local elections in May 2022. 

 
1.1 Although the LGBCE’s Electoral Review of Rochdale concluded that the Council 

should continue to be represented by 60 Councillors in 20 wards, in practice there 
will be extensive changes to existing boundaries along with the addition of one ward 
name change. 

 
1.2 In preparation for these new ward boundaries coming into effect, it has been 

necessary to undertake an interim review of the borough polling districts and polling 
places. This report sets out the Council’s final proposals for amendments to polling 
districts and polling places within the borough.   

 
Background 

 
2. The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) informed the 

Council, in early 2019, of its decision to carry out an Electoral Review of the Council 
size (number of elected Councillors) and the number of wards and ward boundaries 
for Rochdale Borough Council. 

 
2.1 The LGBCE had decided to review all Greater Manchester boroughs that hadn’t had a 

review since the programme began in the early 2000s. Rochdale Council had not had 
an electoral review since 2003. 

 
2.2 As part of the review the Council provided submissions on both ward size and ward 

boundaries. Consideration was made to the characteristics of Rochdale’s established 
and emerging communities as well as reflecting on the important role these 
boundaries will play in supporting the delivery of public service from 2022 onwards. 

 
2.3 The LGBCE concluded their review in April 2021 agreeing with the Council’s proposal 

to keep the number of wards the same. Changes relating to boundaries, along with a 
name change for one ward, will come into effect for the local government elections 
in May 2022 where all 60 seats will be up for re-election. 
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2.4 In preparation for the new ward boundaries coming into effect it has been necessary 

to undertake an interim review of the boroughs polling districts, the sub-areas into 
which each ward is divided, and also the polling places, the buildings in which polling 
stations are located.  

 
2.5 The interim review has taken place a year in advance of the compulsory review of 

polling districts and places, which all local authorities have a duty to complete every 
5 years. This is so that from an administrative perspective there will be alignment of 
polling districts with wards for the local government elections in May 2022. 

 
2.6 At a meeting with the Cross Party Member Steering group in May 2021 it was agreed 

that there would be a requirement to initiate a review along with a period of public 
consultation between 18th and 29th October 2021.  

 
 

Methodology 
 
3. The interim polling district review can only consider the internal boundaries of 

polling districts within wards. The review is the responsibility of the Council as per 
the Council’s duties under the Representation of the People Act 1983 to divide 
constituencies into polling districts for parliamentary elections and the power to 
divide wards into polling districts at local government elections.  

 
3.1 Ward boundaries are the responsibility of the Local Government Boundary 

Commission for England (LGBCE). Parliamentary constituency boundaries are the 
responsibility of the Boundary Commission for England (BCE) and are subject to a 
separate review process and timetable which is currently taking place. 

 
3.2 The Electoral Commission advises that polling districts for UK parliamentary and local 

government elections should always be the same. It therefore follows that any 
review of parliamentary polling arrangements should be conducted simultaneously 
with one of local government arrangements. This approach has been adopted on this 
occasion, with this interim review being driven by changes relating to the borough’s 
ward boundaries, on which local government elections are based.     

 
3.3 It was agreed that a cross party steering group consisting of members from each of 

the main two political parties in Rochdale (Labour and Conservative) would lead the 
interim polling district review. The group led on the strategic direction of the review 
as well as making key decisions.   

 
3.4 The Council’s current scheme of polling districts and polling places is based on the 

borough’s 20 existing ward boundaries which have been in place since 2004. At the 
last compulsory review of polling districts and polling places, the 20 wards were sub 
divided into a total of 104 polling districts. Suitable polling places were identified 
within them, in which electors can cast their vote. 

 
3.5 Rochdale currently has two parliamentary constituencies; Rochdale and Heywood 
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and Middleton. The current parliamentary review which is ongoing is recommending 
that two wards in the Middleton area become part of the Manchester Blackley 
parliamentary constituency. This means the Rochdale borough wards will be split 
across three parliamentary constituencies. 

 
3.6 To ensure that consideration of the recent ward boundary changes advised by the 

LGBCE were understood by the Boundary Commission, who undertake the 
parliamentary review, it was agreed by the cross party group that an appropriate 
letter would be sent by the Council’s returning officer highlighting that from both an 
administrative perspective and for the benefit of electors in effected communities it 
would make sense to align any parliamentary boundary changes to the new ward 
boundaries.  

 
3.7 Given that the ward boundaries are due to change and parliamentary boundaries are 

under review this will mean there will be a direct impact on the existing make up of 
polling districts and polling places. It has been considered by the group that polling 
districts should be configured to the alignment of both parliamentary and ward 
boundaries so that they can be used for both parliamentary and local elections. 
Making this consideration will thereby maintain the arrangement whereby electors 
vote at the same polling place irrespective of the poll taking place. 

 
3.8 As the parliamentary review is ongoing, and the Boundary Commission have not yet 

responded to the Council in regards to the alignment of parliamentary boundaries to 
the new ward boundaries, consideration has been made in the final proposals 
regarding polling districts affected by parliamentary boundary lines.  

 
3.9 Until the alignment takes place, electors in certain areas of some wards will vote for 

councillors within that ward but will vote for MPs in different parliamentary 
constituencies which is due to existing parliamentary boundaries cross cutting new 
ward boundary lines. In order to effectively administer the poll in these effected 
areas, it has been necessary in this interim review to create some small polling 
districts, sometimes only containing less than 30 electors. Once the parliamentary 
boundary review has been completed, where possible these small polling districts 
will be combined with adjacent larger polling districts for easier administration. Any 
such polling districts have been highlighted with an ‘*’ in the final proposals within 
this report.  

 
 

Consultation 
 
4. As part of the interim polling district review, there was a period of public 

consultation which took place from the 18th October to the 29th October 2021. 
During this time, residents together with other interested persons and bodies had 
the opportunity to make representations.  

 
4.1 Electors were made aware of the consultation and encouraged to give their views. A 

consultation questionnaire was developed seeking views on current polling 
arrangements, a copy of which is available at Appendix 3. This was published on the 
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consultation pages of the Council’s website, where it was possible to respond online.  
 
4.2 A total of 13 responses were received from members of the public through the 

online questionnaire. A summary of the comments received can be found at 
Appendix 4. Responses covered the following issues: 

 11 responses indicated that they were currently satisfied with where they voted. 
 2 responses commented on convenience and good accessibility regarding their 

current polling station 
 2 responses commented that schools should not be used as polling places with there 

being a negative impact on children’s education via school closure 
 1 response made comments about there being too many stations and for the Council 

to focus a push on postal votes. 
 The average age of respondents were 35-44 years old with residents represented 

from 9 different wards within the borough.  
 
 
 

Final Proposals 
 
5. Overall there has been an increase in the number of polling districts from 104 to 108 

however the new polling scheme actually reduces the number of locations as polling 
places from 97 to 94. 

 
5.1 More detailed information which sets out the exact details of where the proposed 

changes are taking place can be found in Appendices 2 and 5.   
 

 Appendix 2 - provides an overview of the changes to the polling districts and polling 
places in each ward. Additionally there will be a new labelling mechanism for each 
polling district whereby the use of new prefixes will be used in the new proposed 
scheme. A three letter alphabetic prefix will be used for labelling, rather than a two 
letter, to identify a polling district by ward. This will help prevent confusion between 
the new and previous schemes.  

 
 Appendix 5 – these are a series of comparison maps showing the changes in polling 

districts by ward. The maps are based on the new ward boundaries that will come 
into effect in May 2022.  

 
5.2 A summary of the final proposals in respect of polling districts and polling places are 

set out in this section of the report:    
 
5.3 Balderstone & Kirkholt 
 

The following is proposed for the Balderstone & Kirkholt ward: 
 

 Existing polling district DF is to remain the same with the current polling district 
boundary 

 Polling district DA loses a small non-residential area in the north to Milkstone & 
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Deeplish ward but gains areas in the south from existing polling districts DC and DD.  
 Polling district DB trades an area internally within the ward to polling district DC in 

the north. 
 Polling district DC trades an area in the south with polling district DB and loses an 

area in the east to polling district DA. 
 Polling district DD loses a small section in the north to polling district DA and a large 

area to the east to Kingsway ward. Additionally in the south a rural area is lost to 
polling district DE. 

 Polling district DE gains a rural area in the east from polling district DD. 
 
 
5.4 Bamford 
 

The following is proposed for the Bamford ward: 
 

 Polling district HB remains the same. 
 Polling district HA loses the area of Mandale Park in the north east into Milkstone & 

Deeplish ward. 
 Polling district HC gains small sections in the north from polling districts JA and JB in 

the Norden ward. To the west a rural area of polling district JD from the Norden 
ward is gained into the polling district along with a section in the south in polling 
district LD from North Heywood ward. Additionally a small area in the very far north 
west of the polling district is lost to polling district JB in the Norden ward. 

 Polling district HD gains in the north from polling district JA in the Norden ward. 
 A small area of polling district CD from Milkstone & Deeplish ward will be gained 

into the Bamford ward and will become its own polling district within the ward.* 
 
5.5       Castleton 
 
             The following is proposed for the Castleton ward: 
 

 Polling districts EA, EB, EC and EF are to remain the same. 
 Polling district EE loses an area in the south to the adjacent polling district QD in the 

North Middleton ward. The remaining area of EE will merge into the existing ED 
polling district. 

 Two primarily rural areas in the south west from Hopwood Hall ward will also merge 
into polling district ED in the Castleton ward. 

 
5.6 Central Rochdale 
 

The following is proposed for the Central Rochdale ward: 
 

 Polling districts GB, GC, GE and GF are to remain the same. 
 Polling district GA is completely removed from the ward and will exist as its own 

polling district in the Spotland & Falinge ward. 
 Polling district GD gains an area in the north from polling district ID from the 
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Smallbridge & Firgrove ward but loses a section to polling district IE also from the 
same ward. 

 A large section of polling district CE from Milkstone & Deeplish ward is gained into 
Central Rochdale. This section will become its own polling district within Central 
Rochdale although electors will continue to use the polling station at Castlemere 
Community Centre. 

 An area from polling district BF from Kingsway ward is gained in the south east of the 
Central Rochdale ward. This area will become its own polling district. 

 A small residential area, Brownhill View, will be added into the ward and become 
its own polling district.* 

 
5.7 East Middleton 
 

The following is proposed for the East Middleton ward: 
 

 Polling districts NA, NB and NC will all remain unchanged keeping their existing 
boundaries. 

 Polling district ND loses a section in the north to North Middleton ward. 
 Two new polling districts are gained in the north from North Middleton ward; 

these areas will exist within the ward as two new separate polling districts.* 
 
5.8 Healey 
 

The following is proposed for the Healey ward: 
 

 Polling districts AA, AC and AD all retain their existing boundaries 
 Polling district AB loses a largely rural area in the north to Wardle, Shore & West 

Littleborough ward. 
 
5.9 Hopwood Hall 
 

The following is proposed for the Hopwood Hall ward: 
 

 All of the polling districts within this ward will undergo a boundary change. 
 Polling district MA will move in its entirety to the north into North Heywood ward 

where it will merge with polling district LF. 
 Polling district MB will combine with part of polling district LB to the North East. 

Electors will continue to vote at the polling station at St Johns Church Hall, 
Manchester Road in this polling district. 

 Polling district MC gains some rural land to the west from polling district KA in the 
West Heywood ward. The polling district is reduced in the east to align with the new 
ward boundary. 

 Polling district ME gains some rural land from polling district MC in the north. 
 Polling district MF gains houses off Rochdale Road in the south and east from polling 

district QB and QD in North Middleton ward. 
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5.10 Kingsway 
 

The following is proposed for the Kingsway ward: 
 

 Polling districts BD and BE are to remain the same. 
 Polling district BA gains an area in the east from BC. 
 Polling district BF is completed removed from the ward in the north. This polling 

district will be split between both Central Rochdale and Smallbridge & Firgrove ward. 
 Polling district BB gains a small area in the north east from Smallbridge & Firgrove 

ward and loses a small section to the same ward in the south. 
 Polling district BC extends south gaining areas from Balderstone & Kirkholt and 

Milnrow & Newhey wards respectively. 
 
5.11 Littleborough Lakeside 
 

The following is proposed for the Littleborough Lakeside ward: 
 

 Existing polling districts RC and RD are to remain the same. 
 Polling district RB is reduced in the south west losing the area of Shore to the 

Wardle, Shore & West Littleborough ward. 
 Polling district RA gains areas in the north west from existing polling districts TE and 

TB in the adjacent Wardle, Shore & West Littleborough ward. Electors in this polling 
district will continue to vote from the Coach House in Littleborough. 

 Polling district RE loses a section in the north, above the railway line, to polling 
district TB in the Wardle, Shore & West Littleborough ward. 

 
5.12 Milkstone & Deeplish 
 

The following is proposed for the Milkstone & Deeplish ward: 
 

 Polling districts CA and CB are to remain unchanged keeping their existing 
boundaries. 

 Polling districts CC gains a non-residential area in the south from Balderstone & 
Kirkholt ward. 

 Polling district CE loses a large area in the north, halving the size of the polling 
district, to Central Rochdale ward. 

 Polling district CD gains the area of Mandale Park from Bamford ward. Additionally 
an area in the north is lost to Bamford ward. 
  

5.13 Milnrow & Newhey 
 

The following is proposed for the Milnrow & Newhey ward: 
 

 Polling district SA loses a small section to the west to Smallbridge & Firgrove ward 
 Polling district SB trades a small non-residential area in the south west with Kingsway 

ward. 
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 Polling district SC gains the majority of polling district IA from Smallbridge & Firgrove 
ward in the north. 

 Polling district SD loses a small predominantly rural area in the west to Kingsway 
ward. 

 
5.14 Norden 
 

The following is proposed for the Norden ward: 
 

 Polling district JC is to remain unchanged keeping its existing boundary. 
 Polling district JA is reduced in the south losing a rural area to polling district HD in 

the Bamford ward. 
 Polling district JB loses two small sections in the south to polling district HC but also 

gains an area in the south west from the same polling district. 
 Polling district JD loses a rural area in the south east to polling district HC in the 

Bamford ward and gains an area in the south from polling district LD in North 
Heywood. 

 A full polling district is gained in the east of the ward from Spotland & Falinge ward. 
Polling district FA will become part of Norden and exist as its own polling district; 
electors will continue to use the Black Dog mobile unit as a polling station. 

 
5.15 North Heywood 
 

The following is proposed for the North Heywood ward: 
 

 Polling district LC is to remain unchanged keeping its existing boundary 
 Polling district LD reduces very slightly to the west losing a small section to polling 

district KB in the adjacent West Heywood ward. Additionally an area in the north is 
lost to Norden ward. 

 All of polling district MA from the Hopwood Hall ward will be merged into polling 
district LF along with the small sections of polling district KE from West Heywood. 

 For polling district LF the polling station will remain the same (St James Hall, Tower 
Street). This station was also used for the polling district MA from the Hopwood Hall 
ward meaning although the polling district has changed in terms of boundary, 
electors will still vote in the same place. 

 Polling district LB will lose a section south of the railway line to polling district MB in 
the Hopwood Hall ward. The polling district will now meet the new ward boundary 
line in the south at Railway Street ‘squaring off’ the polling district. The industrial 
units to the east of Railway Street will now add into polling district LA. 

 As above the polling district LA will extend in the south bringing in the industrial 
units around the railway station that were previously in polling district LB. 

 
5.16 North Middleton 
 

The following is proposed for the North Middleton ward: 
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 Polling district QD loses a section of houses off Rochdale Road in the north west to 
polling district MF in the Hopwood Hall ward. QD also gains in the east a section of 
polling district EE from the Castleton ward that contains the Stakehill industrial 
estate. 

 Polling district QE loses a section in the south to East Middleton ward. 
 Polling district QB loses a section of houses along Rochdale Road in the north to 

Hopwood Hall ward. 
 Polling district QA gains a section of houses from Hillcrest from polling district PF 

from West Middleton ward. 
 The remaining part of polling district PF and a section of polling district PG, which has 

been gained into the North Middleton ward in the north west, is to become its own 
polling district. The polling station for this area will be Woodside WMC. 

 Polling district PD has been gained from West Middleton ward. This polling district 
will gain a section of polling district QF in the south running to a boundary at Long 
Street. The polling station will be at Middleton Library. 

 The north east area of QF polling district will merge into polling district QC. The 
polling station will be situated at the Old Grammar School, Boarshaw Road. A further 
area south east will move into East Middleton ward. To the south west a section of 
QF is lost to South Middleton. Finally the north west area of QF is merged into 
polling district PD as mentioned in the point above. This polling district has been split 
completely into four sections. 

 North Middleton ward gains an area in the south from polling district ND in East 
Middleton ward. This area will become its own polling district.* 

 
5.17 Smallbridge & Firgrove 
 

The following is proposed for the Smallbridge & Firgrove ward: 
 

 Polling district IA is split with the majority of the area moving into the south joining 
into Milnrow & Newhey ward. The remaining area of IA will join with polling district 
IB. 

 Polling district IB gains an area in the east from Milnrow & Newhey ward along with 
an area of polling district IA in the south. Additionally a small industrial area is lost to 
Kingsway ward in the west with a small gain of rural land from the same ward. 

 Polling district IC expands in the west gaining an area of polling district BF from 
Kingsway ward.  

 Polling district ID loses a small area in the west to polling district GD in Central 
Rochdale ward and an area in the north to polling district IE. Gains are made in the 
east from an area of polling district TD from Wardle, Shore & West Littleborough. 

 Polling district IE expands, gaining an area in the west from Central Rochdale ward 
along with a section of polling district ID. From the east an area is gained from 
polling district IF.  

 Polling district IF reduces slightly in the west losing a small section to polling district 
IE in the same ward. The polling station will now be situated at Wardle Academy for 
this polling district. 
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5.18 South Middleton 
 

The following is proposed for the South Middleton ward: 
 

 Five polling districts remain unchanged; OA, OB, OC, OD and OE. 
 South Middleton gains the polling district PA in full from West Middleton ward. 

This polling district will remain the same in terms of boundary but will be part of 
the South Middleton ward. Electors will continue to vote at St Thomas Church, Ellis 
Lane.* 

 In the north of the ward a section of polling district PG is gained from West 
Middleton. This polling district will exist as its own within the South Middleton 
ward retaining its polling station at Woodside WMC, Higher Wood Street.* 

 In the north east a section of polling district QF is gained from North Middleton 
ward; this area will remain as its own polling district with the polling station being 
located at Middleton Arena.* 

 
5.19 Spotland & Falinge 
 

The following is proposed for the Spotland & Falinge ward: 
 

 Polling districts FB, FC, FD and FE are all to remain the same. 
 Polling district FA is removed entirely moving into Norden ward. 
 Poling district FF loses a small area in the north east to Central Rochdale ward.  
 Polling district GA from Central Rochdale has been gained into the ward. The 

polling district will remain as is within the ward.* 
 
5.20 Wardle, Shore & West Littleborough 
 

The following is proposed for the Wardle, Shore & West Littleborough ward: 
 

 Polling district TC gains a rural area from the south west which was previously part of 
Healey ward (polling district AB).  

 Polling district TA gains the area of Shore from Littleborough Lakeside ward (polling 
district RB). 

 In the south of the ward polling district TE loses a small area to the east which will 
now combine with polling district RA in Littleborough Lakeside ward. 

 Polling district TB loses an area to the east into polling district RA in Littleborough 
Lakeside ward but gains in the south an area of Smithybridge from polling district RE 
again from Littleborough Lakeside ward.  

 Polling district TD loses an area in the west to Smallbridge & Firgrove ward. The 
polling place for this polling district will change from Ryefields to Wardle Academy. 

 
5.21 West Heywood 
 

The following is proposed for the West Heywood ward: 
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 Polling districts KC and KD are to remain the same 
 Polling district KB is to extend to the east bringing in a small section of polling district 

LD from the North Heywood ward. 
 Polling district KA loses a small piece of rural land in the south to polling district MC 

in the Hopwood Hall ward. 
 Polling district KE loses a section in the east to North Heywood ward. 

 
5.22 West Middleton 
 

The following is proposed for the West Middleton ward: 
 

 Polling districts PB, PC and PE remain unchanged. 
 Polling district PA moves in its entirety into the South Middleton ward. 
 Polling district PD moves completely into the North Middleton ward. 
 Polling district PF is reduced in the south east to follow the new ward boundary at 

Windermere Road. This polling district also gains a section of polling district PG in 
the south. 

 Polling district PG is split into three sections. The north west section moves into the 
existing PF polling district and will remain part of West Middleton ward. The north 
east area is combined with the remaining south east section of polling district PF and 
will form a new polling district becoming part of North Middleton ward. In the south 
the remaining section of polling district PG will now be part of South Middleton 
ward. 

 
 

Next Steps 
 
6. The Electoral Registration Officer will publish the revised Electoral Register on the 1st 

March 2022 which will reflect the changes detailed within this report. All electors 
will receive a new elector number based on the revised polling district prefixes 
described within this report.  

 
6.1 Communication will be sent out to all electors informing them of their new elector 

number, details of their new ward, confirmation of their parliamentary constituency 
and details of their current voting arrangements around February 2022. 

 
6.2 As mentioned previously within this report the Council will be conducting a 

compulsory review of parliamentary and local polling districts and polling places in 
the latter part of 2022. This will allow for consideration of any emerging issues that 
may arise from the creation of polling districts from this review. 

 
6.3 If the scheme of polling districts that have been proposed within this review are 

accepted then they will come into effect at the all-out local elections in May 2022. 
 
 

Background Papers Place of Inspection 
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  Number One Riverside, Smith Street, 

Rochdale OL16 1XU 
 

For Further Information Contact: Ben Jorgensen, 
ben.jorgensen@rochdale.gov.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


